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www.tradepricecars.com

Looking for a new car?

LOOK NO FURTHER.

Tel: 01268 766 722  Email: info@tradepricecars.com
Woodham Road, Battlesbridge, Wickford, Essex SS11 7QY

Multi Award Winning
Over 250 Cars on Site
RAC and Trading Standards Approved
Over 2500 Customer Reviews Online
Low Prices, Great Savings
Car Finance For All

Follow us on Facebook
Trade Price Cars

Follow us on Twitter
@TradePriceCars_

Follow us on Instagram
tradepricecars

WHY DEAL WITH
ANYBODY ELSE?

CALL US NOW
01268 766 722

Official Southend United Club Sponsor - 7th Season Used Car Dealer Of The Year 2019
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INFORMATION

TIMETABLE

*All timings are subject to change
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SATURDAY 24TH OCTOBER 2020

Time Event Laps

09.05 – 09.25 F4 British Championship Qualifying

09.35 – 09.50 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Qualifying

10.00 – 10.30 The Mini Challenge Qualifying

10.40 – 11.30 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Free Practice

11.50 – 12.10 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Qualifying

12.10 – 12.40 Lunch Break

12.40 F4 British Championship Race 1 (20 mins)

13.10 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 2 (7 laps)

13.40 The Mini Challenge Race 3 (25 mins)

14.15 – 14.55 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Qualifying

15.05 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Race 4 (7 laps)

15.35 F4 British Championship Race 5 (20 mins)

16.10 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 6 (9 laps)

16.45 – 17.15 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Qualifying

SUNDAY 25TH OCTOBER 2020

Time Event Laps

09.05 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Race 7 (12 laps)

09.45 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Race 8 (14 laps)

10.25 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

10.37 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 9 (12 laps)

11.17 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 10 (9 laps)

11.53 F4 British Championship Race 11 (20 mins)

12.25 – 12.55 Lunch Break

12.55 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

13.07 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 12 (12 laps)

13.47 Millers Oils Ginetta GT4 SuperCup Championship Race 13 (12 laps)

14.27 The Mini Challenge Race 14 (25 mins)

15.02 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Race 15 (14 laps)

15.42 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

15.54 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 16 (12 laps)
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INFORMATION

WELCOME
Welcome to Snetterton for rounds 22, 23 & 24 of the Kwik Fit

British Touring Car Championship!

I
t has been another difficult couple of

weeks coming to terms with the highs and

lows of this sport we love! Croft saw Bobby

Thompson put in the best qualifying

performance ever produced from a TPCR Audi

S3. We went into race day in P5 and felt long

overdue and finally, as a team, things were

clicking into place.

Bobby continued to fly in race 1 and 2 holding

P8 and fending off some seriously fast

competitors along the way, however ill fortune

has plagued us throughout the season and it

reared its ugly head once again in race 3. The

car and driver were involved in an incident

and flipped many times resulting in one of the

few heart stopping moments we have suffered

as a team.

The main concern was for Bobby's welfare, but

luckily he is ok and hopefully will recover for the

end of the season finale at Brands Hatch.

However, he is unable to drive this weekend, but

we wish him well in his recovery. 

We were left no choice but to think quick and we

are super excited and very fortunate to have two

exciting prospects in our Audi S3s for this

weekend. Ethan Hammerton and Paul Rivett

bring different levels of experience to the party

and we hope to be in the hunt for the Jack Sears

trophy as per usual. 

A special thank you to everyone who wished

Bobby and the team well after the accident

and as usual we would be nowhere without

our sponsors, so we aim to you all proud again

this weekend!

7
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INFORMATION

MEET THE DRIVERS
PAUL RIVETT

Paul, the most successful driver in the history of the Renault Clio Cup UK, agreed a deal earlier

this month to contest the final two rounds of the season with the award-winning, Essex-

based motor dealership – giving him the long-overdue opportunity to make his BTCC debut.

8

T
he 42-year-old from Epsom had his first chance

to sample the Audi during a brief test last week

in which he completed the 300km of running

required to join the grid, and heads into his first

weekend in the series eager to see how he matches

up against a number of former Clio Cup rivals.

With an additional 45kg of success ballast on his

car as a late entrant, Paul will face an added

challenge during practice, qualifying and the

opening race, with his main target being to learn

as much as possible and make forward progress

across the weekend.

"I really enjoyed the chance to get out in the car last week and got
some decent seat time under my belt, which will be important for the
weekend ahead. The Audi is a totally different car to the Clio Cup
machine and it was a pleasure to drive.”

PAUL RIVETT
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ETHAN HAMMERTON

Ethan joins the team for the Snetterton weekend as a substitute driver for Bobby –

marking his return to the BTCC grid for the first time since a two meeting stint in a

TradePriceCars.com and GKR Scaffolding-backed Volkswagen back in 2018.

T
he 20-year-old from Northallerton went on

to compete in the Clio Cup UK last year,

taking a race win at Thruxton alongside

multiple podiums, and has been racing on the

BTCC support package again this season in the

MINI Challenge UK.

Ethan had been set to miss this weekend’s MINI

action as a result of his car sustaining heavy

damage in an incident at Silverstone, with his

availability to compete making him a logical

option to replace Bobby for the one-off outing.

9

"I’m really excited to be given an unexpected opportunity to return to
the BTCC, but I have to be realistic about my chances as I haven’t done
any testing and the first time I’ll drive the Audi will be in practice on
Saturday morning.”

ETHAn HAMMERTOn
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HIGHS AND LOWS FOR GKR
TRADEPRICECARS.COM AT CROFT
The GKR TradePriceCars.com team endured a true weekend of mixed emotions as

the Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship headed for Croft for the seventh

meeting of the season.

T
he award-winning, Essex-based motor

dealership made the long trip to the North

Yorkshire circuit with a slimmed down entry

of just one Audi S3 for Bobby Thompson, who was

looking to extend his lead in the Jack Sears Trophy

having moved into the championship lead at

Silverstone in the previous event.

Things started well for Bobby as he set the twelfth

best time in practice, leaving confidence high

going into qualifying despite the arrival of rain

adding an extra challenge into the mix.

Bobby would be in his element in the tricky

conditions however and put the #19 Audi seventh

on the time sheets in what was his best qualifying

performance in the series by far – and it could

have been better had he not lost his quickest lap

to track limits at the Jim Clark Esses.

Penalties for two other drivers meant Bobby

would be bumped up to fifth place on the grid for

the opening race, which would be held in greasy

conditions after more rain overnight.

Dicing for position with the likes of Matt Neal and

Ash Sutton throughout, Bobby produced a fine

drive to end up with an eighth place finish;

leading the Jack Sears Trophy runners with his

best result of the year to date.

That came despite an early scare when contact

with a bollard left bodywork rubbing on the front

tyre, although luckily the offending part was

dislodged without causing any damage.

Race two followed a similar story as Bobby once

again ran well inside the top ten throughout to

repeat his result from earlier in the day, picking

up another maximum score in the Jack Sears

Trophy and setting himself up for another strong

result in race three.

Unfortunately, a weekend of highs would end on

a huge low when Bobby was involved in a

dramatic accident on the third lap whilst dicing

for position with the Hyundai of Senna Proctor.

Forced onto the grass as the pair went side-by-

side towards the Jim Clark Esses, Bobby’s car slid

sideways before digging into the infield, where it

was launched into a barrel roll before coming to

rest on its side.

Bobby was able to climb from the heavily

damaged car before being taken to the medical

centre for checks, and was later released to

return to the paddock.

Despite the disappointing DNF, Bobby has

extended his lead in the Jack Sears Trophy to 27

points and has now scored more points this

season than in his previous two campaigns in

the series.

The team will now return to base to start work on

the repairs to the damaged car ahead of the next

round of the season at Snetterton in two weeks

time, where Bobby will be joined by Paul Rivett as

the team returns to a two-car line-up.

NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 20TH OCTOBER 2020
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"This has been our best weekend of  the season by far and we were really strong
from the moment we hit the track in practice. Qualifying was absolutely brilliant
and fifth on the grid was way than I was expecting – and it could have been even
better without losing my best time for track limits.”

BOBBY THOMPSOn
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BOBBY THOMPSOn, #19 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AUDI S3, SAID:

“This has been our best weekend of the season by

far and we were really strong from the moment we

hit the track in practice. Qualifying was absolutely

brilliant and fifth on the grid was way than I was

expecting – and it could have been even better

without losing my best time for track limits.

“Race day was all about trying to stay out of

trouble and focusing on the Jack Sears Trophy

because there was a really good chance to extend

the lead out front. The first two races were great

as we were able to stick with the front runners on

merit, and two top eight finishes set us up really

well for race three.

“Obviously what happened there is really

disappointing, but once the car was on the grass

there was nothing I could do. When it dug in and

started to roll, it was just a case of holding on and

waiting for it to stop. I’ve been told it looked

dramatic on TV, and it certainly felt like it was

where I was sitting!

“I’m feeling a bit battered and bruised but I have

to give a huge amount of thanks to the team for

providing me with such a strong car, and I have

every confidence that they can get the damage

repaired so we can try to defend our lead in the

rounds to come.”

11
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The UK’s Newest Car Competition Company

James Robinson

Easy to buy tickets. Tickets
picked at random so you buy 5
and they're not sequential - great
stuff. I trust TradePriceCars and
this is by them so can't go wrong!

Emily Jacqueline

Really easy to use and straight
forward when I brought my tickets.
Very trustful business and reliable.

Oliver Withington

just been on their website to buy
tickets to their competitions and
I am really happy to recommend
the team at best car giveaways
to others.

BestCarGiveaways.com

WIN THIS BMW M3! WIN THIS MK1 FOCUS RS! WIN THIS VW GOLF R32!
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NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 22ND OCTOBER 2020

GKR TRADEPRICECARS.COM
TO FIELD ALL-NEW DRIVER
PAIRING AT SNETTERTON
The GKR TradePriceCars.com team can today announce that it will field an all-new

line-up for the upcoming Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship meeting at

Snetterton after regular driver Bobby Thompson was ruled out of the event due to the

concussion suffered as a result of his recent accident at Croft.

B
obby – who currently holds a 27 point lead

in the Jack Sears Trophy standings – was

involved in a high-speed accident in the

final race of the weekend at Croft that saw his

Audi S3 roll multiple times, leaving the Essex

racer understandably shaken and the car

extensively damaged.

Whilst hard work from bodyshell specialist Willie

Poole Motorsport and GKR TradePriceCars.com

technical partner AmD Tuning has ensured that

the Audi will be race ready for the penultimate

round of the year, Bobby’s participation in the

event was subject to him gaining the necessary

medical clearance.

Unfortunately, that medical clearance has not

been forthcoming, meaning that the 24-year-old

will be forced to take a watching brief for the

Norfolk weekend, with his focus on returning to

full fitness for the season finale at Brands Hatch

next month.

Despite the obvious disappointment of that news,

GKR TradePriceCars.com will still field both Audis

at Snetterton, with series debutant Paul Rivett

being joined for the weekend by Ethan Hammerton.

Paul, the most successful driver in the history of

the Renault Clio Cup UK, agreed a deal earlier this

month to contest the final two rounds of the

season with the award-winning, Essex-based

motor dealership – giving him the long-overdue

opportunity to make his BTCC debut.

The 42-year-old from Epsom had his first chance

to sample the Audi during a brief test last week

in which he completed the 300km of running

required to join the grid, and heads into his first

weekend in the series eager to see how he

matches up against a number of former Clio Cup

rivals.

With an additional 45kg of success ballast on his

car as a late entrant, Paul will face an added

challenge during practice, qualifying and the

opening race, with his main target being to learn

as much as possible and make forward progress

across the weekend.

Ethan joins the team for the Snetterton weekend

as a substitute driver for Bobby – marking his

return to the BTCC grid for the first time since a

two meeting stint in a TradePriceCars.com and

GKR Scaffolding-backed Volkswagen back in 2018.

The 20-year-old from Northallerton went on to

compete in the Clio Cup UK last year, taking a

race win at Thruxton alongside multiple

podiums, and has been racing on the BTCC

support package again this season in the MINI

Challenge UK.

Ethan had been set to miss this weekend’s MINI

action as a result of his car sustaining heavy

damage in an incident at Silverstone, with his

availability to compete making him a logical

option to replace Bobby for the one-off outing.

Like Paul, Ethan will be forced to carry an

additional 45kg of ballast into the race weekend

and will be keen to stay out of trouble and secure

three solid finishes on his unexpected return to

touring car competition.
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In a revised format, this weekend will see just one

free practice session on Saturday morning ahead of

a special two-part qualifying session that afternoon.

All three races will then be shown live on ITV4

on Sunday.

BOBBY THOMPSOn, #19 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AUDI S3, SAID:

“It’s really frustrating to not be able to race this

weekend, particularly when Croft had been going

so well. Scoring my best ever qualifying result

and then taking two top eight finishes meant it

was my best weekend in the BTCC, but that got

overshadowed by the incident in race three.

“As a driver, you always want to go out there and

race and I was desperate to try and reward the

team for all the work that has gone in to repairing

the car, but this time, I’ve got to listen to what the

experts are saying and sit things out.

“Obviously that isn’t ideal for me in terms of the

Jack Sears Trophy but the key thing is that I have

points on the board and the guys who are

chasing me don’t, so it’s still all to play for.

“Hopefully Paul and Ethan can take some points

off my rivals and my focus is on making sure I’m

fully fit to come out and fight for the title when

we get to Brands Hatch.”
ETHAn HAMMERTOn, GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AUDI S3, SAID:

“I didn’t expect to be racing this weekend

because of the damage to my MINI, so it was a

nice surprise to get the call asking if I would be

available to stand in for Bobby – particularly

when both GKR and Trade Price Cars were

involved when I made my touring car debut.

“I’m really excited to be given an unexpected

opportunity to return to the BTCC, but I have to be

realistic about my chances as I haven’t done any

testing and the first time I’ll drive the Audi will be

in practice on Saturday morning.

“My aim is to improve my times in each session

as I get used to the car, and hopefully we can

move forwards in the three races – especially the

final two when I don’t have to run the extra weight

that comes with being a new driver.”
PAUL RIVETT, #222 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AUDI S3, SAID:

“I really enjoyed the chance to get out in the car

last week and got some decent seat time under

my belt, which will be important for the weekend

ahead. The Audi is a totally different car to the

Clio Cup machine and it was a pleasure to drive –

now I’m just excited to get out there and race it!

“For my first weekend in the car, it’s important to

keep my expectations in check and not get too

carried away. I’m looking forward to getting rid of

the extra weight that I have to carry in race and

the aim is to just make progress across the three

races and move forwards.

“I’ve been around long enough to know that

anything can happen in motorsport so I’ll just take

it one race at a time, and see where we end up.”
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NEWS | WRITTEN BY BTCC.NET

BTCC STARS SET FOR
SNETTERTON ‘SHOWDOWN’
Snetterton will host the penultimate event of the 2020 Kwik Fit British Touring Car

Championship next weekend (24/25 October) with the race for this year’s title set to

go down to the wire.

T
his next race weekend will be critical as

we finalise our list of contenders ahead of

the Brands Hatch season finale, whilst a

new one-off ‘showdown’ qualifying format in

Norfolk is scheduled to spice up proceedings

even further.

To anyone that follows the BTCC it will come as

little surprise to hear that it is extremely tight at

the top – just 12 points separate the standings’

leading trio while 11 drivers remain in

mathematical contention to claim the country’s

most sought-after motorsport prize.

The first half of the season arguably belonged

to reigning champion Colin Turkington, with

the Team BMW star picking up from where he

left off as he held the advantage over the

chasing pack through the first four events on

the calendar.

The tide has turned in recent weeks, however, as

the title race was blown wide open following a

number of fantastic and unforgettable contests

at Thruxton, Silverstone and Croft.

Laser Tools Racing’s Ash Sutton now tops the

table with the Infiniti Q50 driver showcasing his

undoubted speed throughout the campaign.

Some regard Sutton as the fastest driver in the

2020 line up, but the 26-year-old knows that

winning the UK’s elite motorsport series requires

more than just speed alone.

Sutton has four race wins so far and he’s also

starred during several astounding comeback

drives through the field. These standout

moments have seen the 2017 champion ease into

a seven-point lead over Halfords Yuasa Racing’s

Dan Cammish.

Honda star Cammish was still licking his wounds

when the 2020 action finally got underway, with

his penultimate lap heartache during last year’s

championship battle still fresh in the memory.

A win during the opening weekend on the Brands

Hatch GP circuit – the same layout where he had

experienced heartbreak just a few months earlier

– helped to immediately banish those memories,

but a number of barren race weekends followed.

Consistency is key to winning the BTCC, however,

and Cammish has been cleverly playing the long

game while turning the screw as we now build

towards an exciting climax.

Turkington is still in the thick of it of course – just

12 points off the championship summit – and the

tin-top legend still has every chance of becoming

a record five-time BTCC champion come the end

of the season.

The Northern Irishman hasn’t won four titles

without knowing how to dig deep, as well as

bouncing back from difficult moments, so expect

to see a fired-up BMW 3 Series at both Snetterton

and Brands Hatch.

Toyota Gazoo Racing UK with Ginsters star Tom

Ingram is fast becoming the dark horse in this

year’s title tussle; with the former double

Independents’ champion seemingly enduring

either sensational highs or unfortunate lows

during 2020.

His fightback from adversity at Croft was

breathtaking – commencing with his removal

from the qualifying classification after his Toyota

Corolla failed a ride-height check to eventually

winning the final race in North Yorkshire.
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It could be the turning point that both Ingram

and his Speedworks Motorsport squad needed,

and with happier hunting grounds to come, the

Bucks ace could be making a late rally for

overall glory.

“This is far from over yet, and we will keep on

fighting right the way to the end,” said Ingram.

“There’s no question that without all the

problems we’ve had this season, we could be

leading the championship right now, but as Croft

demonstrated, the BTCC has a habit of throwing

up surprises and I’m sure there are some more

twists and turns still to come.”
Team BMW’s Tom Oliphant and Motorbase

Performance’s Rory Butcher are others that may

still feel they hold an outside chance of success

if the cards fall their way, but a big score is

required by both at Snetterton.

Series Organiser – TOCA – announced at the start

of the season that Snetterton would host a one-

off qualifying format to add even further

entertainment to what is already one of the most

exciting series’ on the planet.

The Snetterton 300 race weekend was the

sixth of ten in the original calendar, but the

delay to proceedings due to COVID-19 saw

Snetterton moved to the penultimate event in

the rescheduled nine event season – meaning

the ‘Snetterton Top Ten Showdown’ may carry

extra significance.

Replacing the usual 30-minute session, drivers

will have a marginally reduced window of 25

minutes to record their lap times next Saturday.

The fastest ten competitors will then progress to

a ten-minute pole position session to determine

the top ten places on the grid.

Aside from all of this you can expect the usual

thrills and spills, and while the BTCC’s continues

to race behind closed doors during this

unprecedented year, the ITV Television Network

will have fans covered throughout the weekend.

Saturday’s unique qualifying session will be

streamed live via www.itv.com/btcc, whilst

the full race day is live and exclusive on ITV4

from 1005.
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Fueling Market Leading Car Finance

www.octanefinance.co.uk

See what our customers say

"It was worthwhile me shopping
around for car finance before
deciding on a particular car that I
wanted to purchase. I ended up
with a better % APR by using
Octane Finance rather then using
the main dealer showroom rate.”

"I dealt with both Oli and
Warren at Octane and they were
both extremely helpful. I’ve moved
address a couple of times in the
last 12 months so was unsure how
easy it would be for me to
get accepted.”

"Octane Finance are well worth
speaking to if you are unsure if you
can get car finance. I was declined
at a number of dealers and was
getting a bit disheartened with the
whole process.”

Lee Hyde Sarah Mckenna Shane Eastern

Follow Us On Social Media

octanefinance

Enquire about your finance options today

Call us on 01268 211611

Proud Sponsors
of Harry King
(Porsche Junior)
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Managed
web hosting

Rated ‘Excellent’ by our customers

365hosts.com
+44 20 3935 8008

support@365hosts.com
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TRACK GUIDE

INFORMATION

  

  

 

The BTCC has been visiting Snetterton in norfolk for over 50 years, and in that

time the track has undergone a number of layout changes. Most recently, a

significant investment saw the circuit extended into the ‘300’ layout used by the

championship today, which includes two of the longest straights in the country.

Drawing inspiration from iconic motor sport corners such as Monza’s Parabolica and the Montreal

Hairpin, it certainly offers some fantastic viewing for spectators – all of whom enjoy the mid-

summer carnival atmosphere, with its July date and first-class camping making for a popular

family weekend.

SnETTERTOn

Corners: 12

Circuit length: 2.97 miles

First BTCC Race: 1959

Qualifying Lap Record: Tom Ingram:

1m54.737s (93.15mph) 2019

Race Lap Record: Dan Cammish:

1m55.682s (92.39mph) 2019

26
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ABOUT

MEET THE TEAM

nAME: DANIEL KIRBY

JOB: TEAM OWNER
COnTACT: 07766 222030

nAME: ANDY WILMOT

JOB: TEAM PRINCIPAL
COnTACT: 07568 324465

nAME: CHRIS KIRBY

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07525 012980

nAME: OPAL HARROP

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07581 489123

nAME: TOM EATON

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07860 353273

nAME: ZAK HASAN

JOB: MEDIA
COnTACT: 07726 887259

nAME: SAM FLINT

JOB: SOCIAL MEDIA
COnTACT: 07545 293167

nAME: DANIEL IRWIN

JOB: VIDEOGRAPHER
COnTACT: 07969 162745

28
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nAME: ADAM BLAZE

JOB: NUMBER 3 MECHANIC

nAME: CHARLIE RUSS

JOB: NUMBER 2 MECHANIC

nAME: IAN DOWNES

JOB: TYRE TECHNICIAN

nAME: BEN GRAHAM

JOB: NUMBER 3 MECHANIC

nAME: JAMES TROSTLER

JOB: NUMBER 2 MECHANIC

nAME: JOSH PEARMAN

JOB: NUMBER 1 MECHANIC

nAME: ROBIN BAINES

JOB: DATA ENGINEER

nAME: MATTHEW PERKS

JOB: TYRE TECHNICIAN

nAME: GAVIN HIGGS

JOB: NUMBER 1 MECHANIC

29

nAME: CHAZ CLELAND

JOB: CHIEF RACE ENGINEER

nAME: MALCOLM SWEATMAN

JOB: RACE ENGINEER
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CROFT
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INFORMATION

PARTNERS

Jakob Ebrey Photography jakobebrey

www.jakobebrey.com
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LUXURY MOTORHOMES

RESERVE NOW 07827 929613

UK'S NUMBER 1 FOR AMERICAN MOTORHOME RENTALS

www.championrv.co.uk

With a new fleet of over 40
American Motorhomes we can
cater for all events, small or large
with our new A Class range, from 4
Berth to 8 Berth, 32ft – 40ft Slide

out models.

When booked for Le Mans 24hrs,
British Grand Prix, Goodwood
Festival of Speed, SPA 24hrs,

BTCC, BSB, British GT, Goodwood
Revival, Britcar and more…

Do you have a small and limited
budget? But need to impress

sponsors? Give us a call we will help
make your budget work for you we

really do have many options.

Best rV's sPeciAL rAtes Best Prices
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Performance remaps • economy remaps
Performance exhausts • All Makes servicing

4 Wheel Laser Alignment • tuning
Brake Fluid service • Aircon service

rolling road Power test • Diagnostics
Brakes • MOt’s • General repairs & Maintenance

01708 861827 - sales@amdtuning.com
Unit 6 - cliffside trade Park - rM20 3WJ

www.amdtuning.com
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FEATURING: ALL THE
LATEST NEWS FROM THE
BRITISH TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP

BRANDS HATCH INDY

2020 BRITISH

TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
BRANDS HATCH INDY | 14-15 NOVEMBER | ROUNDS 25, 26 & 27

NEXT UP: BTCC HEADS TO BRANDS HACTH ‘SEASON FINALE’!

SUNDAYS WE
GO RACING!
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